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association
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Directors Absent: Candys Ballanger-Michaud & Will Stratton.

As Ontarians, we rely on public services and we have come to
expect them to be of high quality and delivered efficiently. But
many of us do not stop to think about the people who make
that happen. Public servants are often called to account when
things go wrong, but they are far less often recognized for the
vast majority of things that go right. And yet, while ongoing
public service operations may often go unnoticed, the impacts
are significant: in health, in education, in public safety, in about
every aspect of daily life. Public services make life easier and
helps people live better.
The world has changed considerably in the 77 years since
QCC’s beginnings, but what remains consistent is our
commitment to honouring, appreciating, and applauding those
who have in the past served the public good, and those who
continue to do so today.
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Each of the past
several decades
brought a new
evolution

2022

The present challenges
us to rise to provide greater
opportunities for members, with a
bold new vision, strategy and brand.

1993
The QCC moved outside of the
Ontario government and formed
an incorporated not-for-profit
association, maintaining a strong
partnership with the OPS.

2017

The QCC expanded membership eligibility
to also include the Broader Public Sector. Years
of service was no longer a pre-requisite;
those in the public sector could join at any
age and stage of their career and into
retirement.

1945

OPS commissioned the Quarter
Century Club as a dedicated
program within the Ontario
government to recognize OPS
employees with 25+ years
of service.

Evolving Over
77 Years
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And It’s Time To
Evolve Again
Member Needs Have Changed

The Member Recruitment
Landscape Looks Different

Members Lacked Clarity
About Who We Are

more than long service recognition. Today,

Privacy legislation has restricted certain

70% of members were not aware of our most

recognition includes acknowledging what our

channels that were used in the past to invite

popular programs, rewards, and ser vice

members do that supports good public service.

public sector employees to become members.

offerings.* This lack of awareness has been

Accordingly, our focus has shifted to honouring

This has caused a decrease in new membership

compounded by branding that was easily

and applauding our members all through their

rates over the past several years, stalling

confused with the Ontario Government.

careers and into retirement.

expansion of the membership community.

*2020 Member Survey

So Have Our Ways Of Meeting Them

So Does How We Make Ourselves Known

Our New Brand Better Defines Our Purpose

We see the impact of members' contributions to

We are expanding membership beyond only

We have created a brand that reflects the pride,

their communities, and we want to share their

the Ontario Public Service to also include the

commitment, and connection of our membership

stories. Member profiles, podcasts featuring

Broader Public Sector. Complying with CASL

community. Timeless yet adaptable, our new

public sector employees, and panels honouring

legislation, we have moved from automatic

colours and logo better distinguish us as a

the hidden heroes of public service are just

member recruitment to volunteer member

independent non-profit organization, and clearly

some of the ways we acknowledge and applaud

registration.

differentiates us from the Government of Ontario.

Recognition has grown to encompass so much

our members' many accomplishments.

Our crisp and simple fonts emulate our values
of accessibility, transparency, and intentionality.

NEW LOGO
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We Honour This Plan
With A Strong
Vision & Mission
Our Vision
Enhancing the lives of those who
choose a career in the public sector.

Our Mission
Foster pride and value in the public
sector by celebrating, developing,
and connecting members at all life
and career stages through top-quality
programming and services.
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And We’re Grounded
In Our Values
Member-Driven

Drive For Excellence

We put members at the heart of everything we

We infuse quality in all we do. We always

do. By listening to member needs, we craft more

strive to be the best through continuous

relevant, useful, and valuable offerings to enhance

dedicated effort and care for our organization.

their member experience.

Cultivate Community

Committed to Inclusion

We are only as strong as the members who

We create inclusive spaces because all members

build community with us. We are offering more

deserve to belong here. We believe inclusivity

opportunities for members to connect with each

increases engagement and that the best insights

other.

are generated by a diversity of perspectives.
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We Bring Our
Vision To Life
With Clear Goals
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1
Know & Grow Our
Relationship With
Our Members
Members are at the heart of everything we do.

This Means:
• Gathering data to better understand our
members needs and preferences
• Continuously soliciting member feedback

Our programs, Rewards and partner relationships

from surveys, focus groups and committees

thrive in an engaged environment. We maintain

to improve programming and services

this by listening to our members, by providing
opportunities for active member engagement, and
by creating a culture of inclusivity and diversity.

• Utilizing data to make evidencebased informed decisions
• Focused recruitment to grow membership
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2
Association
Excellence
By infusing quality into the fabric of our organization,
we have built an association our members can
feel proud of. Our foundational governance and
financial models, along with our brand, have all
been developed with great care and an eye to
the future. Underpinning them all are our strong
values and commitment to diversity, equity, and
inclusion.

For Our Members, This Means:
• A well-defined organizational vision,
mission, and values that truly reflects
the purpose of the organization
• A strong commitment to diversity,
equity and inclusion that embeds DEI
into all aspects of the organization
• A sustainable revenue model and
sound financial practices
• An effective and transparent
governance structure
• A compelling brand image that conveys
the organization’s purpose and value
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3

Inspired Member
Experience
Every facet of our members’ experience is an
opportunity for them to find value and feel valued.
This means all our programs, services and partner

For Our Members, This Means:
• Offering the kind of programs that members
have identified as valuable to them
• Tailored career learning opportunities to
enhance member’s professional presence

rewards are rigorously tested and reviewed before

• Exclusive access to Member Reward programs

joining our continually expanding roster of curated

• Programs and communication that

offerings.

applauds those in public service
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1-800-561-8657
ontario25.ca
qcclub@ontario25.ca

ontario-quarter-century-club
qcclub25

